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1. Introduction

Underground structures have been an active

topic of world concern from a defensive point of

view throughout the recent years. Amongst such

structures, road and railway tunnels acting as

transportation routes have been an important

liability as blast resistant structures. Thus, the

tunnel surrounding medium may act as an

efficient means of defending against possible

attacks. Rock masses due to their various forms

of discontinuities such as cracks, joints, faults,

bedding planes and etc, have shown a complex

behavior. The presence of discontinuities in rock

masses has a great influence on reflecting and

attenuating the shock wave induced by projectile

explosion. Modeling the blast phenomenon in

jointed rock either numerically or experimentally

have become the well known methods in the past

decades. The experimental studies including a

combination of the structure elements, rock and

loadings, are scarce as the full-scale experiments

are expensive and model tests seem to be

unrealistic, in particular, in replicating the self-

weight of overburden rock [1].

Numerical simulation is relatively affordable

and is becoming more and more indispensable in

engineering analysis and design. The use of

numerical methods is essential in understanding

of the complex response seen in some

experiments prior to the developments of any

design guidelines [1]. Ma et al. (1998) studied the

propagation of blast wave in jointed rock masses

due to underground explosion using UDEC [2].

Chen and Zhao (1998) used the AUTODYN and

UDEC codes simultaneously to model the shock

wave propagation in jointed rock media. Their

results agreed with those obtained from

experimental modeling [3]. Fan et al. (2004)

pursued the study of stress-history input (SHI)

and velocity-history input (VHI) on wave

propagation and wave attenuation in jointed rock

masses using the discrete element method (DEM)

[4]. Morris et al. (2004) simulated the response of

a large-scale facility including several tunnel

sections to dynamic loading caused by an

underground explosion, using the 3D discrete

element code LDEC [5]. Lu (2005) investigated

the effect of various parameters such as

geological conditions, explosive density and the

geometry of explosive opening, on blast
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phenomenon in a site in Sweden and modeled the

results using artificial neural network [6]. Heuze

and Morris (2006) carried out a series of

experimental and field tests in order to model the

blast effects in jointed rock media. They also

made numerical modelings using LDEC.

Comparing the DEM results to realistic outputs,

they observed a considerable level of agreements

between the two [7]. Jiao et al. (2007) applied a

viscous boundary to Shi’s DDA code in order to

investigate its effect on wave propagation in

jointed rock media [8]. Wang et al.(2008) studied

wave propagation and the spalling caused by the

phenomenon via numerical methods [9].

The main objective of the present paper is to

study the stability of a railway tunnel lining

against dynamic loading caused by a projectile

explosion using the discrete element code,

UDEC, when the tunnel is located in a jointed

rock mass. 

2. Ground Conditions at Ardebil – Mianeh

Railway Tunnel

The third section of Ardebil-Mianeh Railway

tunnel runs between STA 345+438 m and

345+558 m. It is located in the north of Ghezel

Ozon River at North-West of Iran. The tunnel

direction is N192 degrees and according to

geological profiles the tunnel has a slope of -

1.6%. The longitudinal geological section of the

tunnel is given in Figure 1. 

2.1. Geological conditions

The ground at section 3 of Ardebil-Mianeh

tunnel consists, mainly, of andesite and

agglomerate rocks. The ground water table is

approximately 18 and 9 meters below the tunnel

inlet at the portals. Thus, the effect of ground

water is considered to be negligible. 

2.2. Rock Mechanics data

The Schmidt Hammer Rebound test was

carried out as a primary test in order to determine

the uniaxial compressive strength and also the

elastic moduli . The test results along

with other intact rock properties are given in

Table 1.

2.3. Joint set data

According to the geological investigations,

four major discontinuity sets are recognized

throughout the tunnel length. The joint data

obtained for section 3 of the Ardebil-Mianeh

railway tunnel are presented in Table 2.

In accordance to the joint study, the Tilting test

( ), ciiE �

Fig. 1. The longitudinal geological section of Ardebil-Mianeh railway tunnel.

Table 1. Intact rock data at Ardebil-Mianeh railway tunnel

[10].
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and the Schmidt Hammer Rebound test were

carried out to determine the friction angle and

compressive strength of joint sets.

The normal, Kn, and shear, Ks, Stiffness were

calculated according to elastic formulae [11]:

(1)

Where Em is the rock mass Young’s modulus,

Er is the intact rock Young’s modulus, Gm is the

rock mass shear modulus, Gr is the intact rock

shear modulus and s is the joint spacing. The rock

mass elastic modulus was reported 14.2 and 4.15

GPa for andesite and agglomerate, respectively.

However, in order to obtain conservative results,

properties of weaker rock were used in

calculations. The joint properties obtained for the

Ardebil-Mianeh Railway tunnel are given in

Table 3. 

2.4. Dynamic rock properties

Estimating the rock’s dynamic properties is

usually a complicated process, due to the rock’s

complex behavior. However, amongst the

dynamic properties, the dynamic Young’s

modulus has been studied to a greater extent.

Hayashi (1973) suggested the following

correlation between the rock’s dynamic and static

Young’s modulus:

(2)

3. Weapon Characteristics

In this study, the high-explosive general-

purpose projectile (GP2000), which is used for

general destruction by blast and fragmentation,

was assumed. The general characteristics of

GP2000 projectile are given in Table 4.

3.1. Projectile penetration depth

Due to the rock’s complex behavior, projectile

penetration is still under investigation throughout

the world. A large range of theoretical and

empirical knowledge regarding explosives and

their effects has been developed from a series of

researches and tests. 

In this study, the empirical formula obtained

by the U.S. Dept of Army [12] has been used as

an initial estimate of penetration depth.

According to the intact rock and projectile

properties, a penetration depth of about 18 inches

was derived which is unacceptable as it should be

at least 3 times the projectile diameter. Young

(1972) suggested the following formula for the

penetration depth [13]:

(3)

Where, 

P = Depth of vertical penetration in feet, 

Wp = Total projectile weight in lb,

A = Cross-sectional area of the projectile in in2,

V = Striking velocity in feet/sec,

S = Constant for soil and rocks (equal to 1.07

for all rocks), and

N = Projectile nose shape factor.
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Table 2. Joint data for section 3 of Ardebil-Mianeh railway

tunnel [10].

Table 4. General characteristics of GP2000 projectile [12].

Table 3. Rock joint parameters obtained for section 3 of

Ardebil-Mianeh railway tunnel [10].

Table 5. Validity range of Young’s equation.
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The validity range of Young’s equation is

given in Table 5.

Concerning projectile’s properties, the Young’s

equation is valid for the GP2000 projectile.

Substituting S = 1.07, N = 1 (for a tangent ogive

nose shape) and replacing projectile’s properties

from Table 4, gives a penetration depth of 7.43 ft

(2.26 m). On the other hand, according to the

graphs given by Bangash (2009) a depth of 3.5 m

is obtained. Thus, a value of 3 m is taken as

penetration depth in the modeling process.

3.2. Crater size

A crater is defined as hole in the ground formed

by an explosion [1]. Various factors such as the type

and amount of explosive, projectile penetration

depth, and the type of material in which the crater

forms, control the final dimension of the crater [1].

However, no exact formulation has been derived for

calculating the crater size.

According to graphs obtained by the U.S Dept

of Army (1986), a large value was derived for the

crater size, which is unacceptable from an

engineering point of view.

Bangash (2009) proposed the following

formula as an estimate for the crater radius [14]:

(4)

In which is a coefficient depending on

material type and W is the charge weight in

kilograms. According to tables given in reference

[1], a value of 0.15 is obtained for . Rvd of

about 1.1 m is thus derived. Referring to these

values, a crater radius of 0.75 m was applied as

an initial estimate in the current study. 

3.3. Blast loading

A blast is usually modeled as a shock front

which propagates from its source and attenuates

as the distance from the explosion center

increases. The blast loading may be characterized

as a pulse with an exponential-shape time history

that attenuates rapidly in amplitude and broadens

as it propagates outward from the detonation

center [1]. Thus, it is necessary to calculate the

pressure-time history besides the peak pressure

value. 

Estimating the peak overpressure due to a

blast, based on the scaled distance (Z), has been

studied in a number of research works. The

scaled distance is defined as:

(5)

Where R is the distance from the center of

explosion in meters and W is the equivalent charge

weight in kilograms of TNT. Assuming that the

explosive being used in GP2000 is Tritonal, the

TNT equivalent weight is calculated to be:

Where Q is the mass specific energy.                

Thus, Z is derived to be 0.092 mkg-1/3 from

equation 5. Accordingly, various peak pressure

values have been worked out (based on formulae

given in references [14] and [15]) and are given

in Table 6.

To apply the appropriate value in our modeling

process, several similar studies were also looked

in: Gui and Chien (2006) derived a peak value of

20 MPa for soil [1]; Jiao et al. (2003) and Fan et

al. (2004) implicated a value of 30 MPa in their

modeling according to field results [4,8].

Finally, we applied the formula obtained by

Henrych (1979) in our study [15]:

(6)
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Where Z is the scaled distance in mkg -1/3 and

Ps is the peak overpressure. Henrych also derived

the following equation for the blast duration:

(7)

Where ta is the blast duration, W is the

explosion charge weight in kg, and Z is the scaled

distance. Inserting the Z and W values in

equation 7, it gives the ta = 1.22 msec. According

to the US Dept. of Army (1986), 10% of this time

may be taken as the rise time (tr), i.e. the time

required to reach Ps. Then after Ps, the shock

wave decays monotonically according to

equation (8) [12]:

(8)

Where Pt is the blast pressure at any given time

t. The resulting blasting pressure-time history

curve applied to the crater inner boundary is

shown in Figure 2.

4. Numerical Modeling

The discrete element method (DEM) is

suggested as an ideal alternative for modeling the

joints in the rock mass and for their influence on

the wave propagation [16]. UDEC is a 2D

discrete element program specially designed to

solve discontinuous problems in which the

mechanical behavior of joints could be simulated

under static and dynamic loading [17, 18]. 

In the modeling sequence, section containing

the least overburden is considered as a critical

section in relation to the blast effects caused by a

projectile impact. According to longitudinal and

transversal profiles, the section shown in Figure 3

which has an overburden about 12 m above the

crown was chosen as the critical section.  

4.1. Model geometry

The Ardebil-Mianeh Railway tunnel section 3

is a horseshoe-shape tunnel with a height of about

8 meters and a width of 6 meters. The

computational model as well as the joint sets is

shown in Figure 4. 

The blocks are usually divided into many

triangular-shaped constant-strain finite difference

zones in UDEC simulations [11]. In this study, a

mesh size of 0.2 m was used. The zone of model

around the tunnel is shown in Figure 4. 

4.2. Material parameters and constitutive models

4.2.1. Rock mass

The Mohr-Coulomb elasto-plastic model was

used to represent the behavior of Andesite and

Agglomerate rocks as well as the rock joints. The

rock mass and joint parameters associated with

the Mohr-Coulomb model are tabulated in Tables

7 and 8. It should be noted that the rock mass

parameters have been obtained via Rocklab

Software using intact rock characteristics and the

joint status.
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Fig. 2. Blasting pressure-time history curve applied to

crater inner boundary.

Fig. 3. Portal of Ardebil-Mianeh Railway tunnel chosen as

the critical section [10].
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4.2.2. Tunnel lining

The tunnel lining consists of a 0.3 m thick

reinforced concrete. The lining was also assigned

with the Mohr-Coulomb elasto-plastic model.

The corresponding parameters are shown in

Table 9. 

4.3. Boundary conditions

In dynamic analysis, the boundary of the

model may cause the reflection of the wave that

is propagating outward and decreases the

accuracy of the results [19]. For this case, the

viscous boundary developed by Lysmer and

Kuhlemeyer (1969) [11] was used in the

modeling process.

4.4. Mechanical damping

UDEC uses two different forms of damping,

local damping and Rayleigh damping, in order to

solve the static and the dynamic problems. The

former is mainly used in the static solutions,

Fig. 4. (a) Geometry of the section chosen for dynamic analysis (b) mesh generation around the tunnel.

Table 7. Andesite and Agglomerate input parameters.

Table 8. Rock joint model parameters. 

Table 9. Lining parameters used in UDEC model.
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while the latter is specified for the dynamic

problems.

Rayleigh damping is specified in UDEC with

the parameters fmin (natural frequency) in Hertz

and (damping ratio) [11]. The natural

frequency, applied in our UDEC modeling, was

calculated using the vertical displacement-time

curve for a single block contacting on a rigid base

with gravity suddenly applied. Thus, a value of

55 Hertz was derived. The theoretical period of

oscillation could be derived from the formula

given below [11]:

(9)

Where, l = joint length (15 m, in this case);

k = joint stiffness (4 GPa/m); and

m = mass of upper block (281,250 kg).

This theoretical formula gives a natural

frequency of 70 Hertz.

Finally, we applied the value of 60 Hertz, as

the natural frequency, in our dynamic analysis.

According to ITASCA (2004) for geological

materials, damping ratio commonly falls in the

range of 2 to 5%. Thus, considering a jointed

rock medium, an initial value of 3% was used in

the current study.  

4.5. Modeling results

As the explosion occurs, the rock medium

redistributes the blast pressure. Because of the

presence of joints, the blast loading could not be

symmetrical throughout the model (Figure 5).

The results indicate that the maximum

displacement happens at the tunnel crown. They,

also, revealed that the axial force increases from

1.128 tons (in compression) to 2.04 tons (in

tension). This gives an increase of 80% in axial

force. The maximum bending moment also

increased dramatically from 5.55e-2 Ton-m to

2.09e-1 Ton-m (i.e. an increase of 280%). 

The variation of maximum axial force and

bending moment through-out the dynamic

analysis is shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Displacement field observed in the model, (b) magnified displacement observed around the tunnel.

Fig. 6. Variation of maximum axial force through-out the

dynamic analysis

Fig. 7. Variation of maximum bending moment through-out

the dynamic analysis
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, the dynamic response of a tunnel

located in a jointed rock mass against projectile

impact, is simulated by UDEC. Projectile effects

such as penetration, crater forming and wave

propagation as well as the discontinuity effect

caused by the rock media have been studied. The

results show that the tunnel lining is stable under

explosion loading but undergoes a considerable

increase in axial force and bending moment (an

increase of 80% in maximum axial force and an

increase of 280% in maximum bending moment).

The results also reveal that the axial force goes

from compression to tension which should be

taken into account for the lining design. The

maximum displacement occurs in the tunnel

crown which is in accordance with macroscopic

investigation on tunnels after explosion in similar

cases [20]. The results show that UDEC can be

used effectively to simulate the dynamic response

of tunnels located in jointed rock media.   
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